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Keyword: Blueprint
Elements: Saturn in Sagittarius
Chinese Year: Sheep
Numerology Year: 8
Sheep: a time of quietness and reflection
8: balance 1 circle atop another
Balance between Spirit and the human material world. Balance in one’s self to create peace and not fall
into more stress. The 8 year is also about government and rules. New laws.
2015 will be creating the blueprints for 2016 through 2018.
Economy:
Gas prices to remain down for a while. Future depends on the next election.
2017 Banking in question.
United States manufacturing productivity holds Steady for 2 more years.
Lack of a positive water supply is still an issue.
Technology:
New Technology for preventing hacking.
Cyber warfare continues in several countries.
More satellite and computer blackouts.
Health:
Ebola will be back in the news globally.
A flu vaccine for all flu strains created late in the year.
New vaccine for children in a patch form.
Better screening medical equipment developed.
Medical marijuana in Texas 2015‐2016.
Government:
Government focuses on space (satellites) energy waves for spy and public use.
North Korea is still huffing and puffing. They are looking for allies. Their leader could step down in 4
years.
Russia looks for new trade regulations. There is still a see‐saw connection between the US and Russia till
2017.
Canada needs to watch its borders.
Isis could try to enter the US but will be stopped.
Cuba is evasive with their new treaty.
Queen Elizabeth could have health issues.
2016 will have three strong GOP candidates battling it out for a position.

Hilary is see‐sawing on running but she could have some more health issues and is facing her age.
No one knows who to vote for. A loss of confidence unless you are just voting for a party.
Law Enforcement still shaky. New training methods and screening for emotional issues.
Two big human trafficking busts. Isis is still growing but will eventually be taken down but not by the
United States.
Gay marriage decided by March.

Texas:
Perry may still be held accountable on one count of indictment.
Weather:
We continue to slowly pull out of the drought in Central Texas.
Other states such as parts of California, Wyoming and Montana have worse drought conditions.
Fracking shows continuous problems. More earthquakes connected to fracking. By 2017 it cannot be
ignored.
Austin area has heavier rain storms in the spring.
Globally……floods, hurricanes, fires, droughts, earthquakes etc.

Suggested reading for 2015:
Represents balance and peace. A poem by Sonny Carroll. The Awakening.

